
REPAIR
Wall repair
Low dust, self-drying wall filler for filling, levelling and smoothing of indoor walls and ceilings. Up to
100 mm in one layer.
Filling and correction of concrete, light concrete, stone and ceramics, plaster of at least class CS III
and plasterboard. For use on walls and ceilings. Suitable as a base for tiles, wallpaper and paint. For
indoor use.

Work description
Preparation:
The surface should be clean and free from dust, a cement-rich skin, grease, form oil or other contaminants that may prevent
adhesion. Highly absorbent substrates, e.g. dry concrete blocks, concrete, should be treated with Finja Primer G21 before filling.
Non-absorbent substrates, e.g. thick paint, plasterboard and metal, should be pretreated with Finja Gipsprimer or Primer Grepp.
The temperature of the substrate and work area should be between 10 °C and 25 °C. Newly poured concrete should not be filled
within one month of pouring. Surfaces cast in smooth forms must be keyed before filling.

Mixing:
Mix a 15 kg sack with 3.0–3.9 litres of tap water to achieve a lump free compound and then mix for a further two minutes. Mixing is
done with a drill and mixer attachment. Vary the amount of water for the desired consistency. 

Application:
Use a filling knife or plastering trowel for thicker layers. Scratch on an initial thin layer and then build up to the desired thickness. 

Finishing off:
When the filler is half cured it is easy to cut and shape. Scrape off any excess material as soon as the compound has cured
slightly; it saves a lot of grinding work. 

Covering:
Finja waterproofing can be applied when the surface is dry. Usually 1–3 hours after filling. In the case of finishes that are sensitive
to damp, follow the supplier's instructions.

Technical data

Material consumption 1.3 kg/mm/m²

Processing time, depending on the amount of water 20–30 min

Layer thickness 3–100 mm

28 day values

Pressure resistance 10.0 MPa

Bending strength 3.0 Mpa

Adhesion to substrate 1.0 MPa

Packaging
The product is supplied as standard in 15 kg sack (item no. 533707).

Storage

Finja cannot be held responsible for information other than that given in Technical data being
correct. Conditions that are outside Finja’s responsibility can be e.g. handling, treatment, working
methods, possible reactions with other materials and
local conditions at the storage or workplace. For current information always refer to
www.finja.se
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Use within 12 months from the production date on the package. Requires dry storage in unopened package.
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